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. ing cup of the coherer is riveted to the

'Be ‘it known that I, \VALTEP. IV. Maseru, bridge. The bridge is detachably mounted
a citizen of the United States, residing at ' so that it, with the coherer, can be bodily

55

Providence, in the county ofProvidence and separated from the supports for the bridge.

5 State of Rhode Island, have invented new

I have shown a pair of supports for the

and useful Improvements in Colicrcrs, of‘ bridge, each being denoted'by 4, and they
which the following is a specification.
may be connected in any suitable way with

This invention relates to coherers of the
same general type as that disclosed in Let
10 tors-Patent Number 800,119, granted to me
September 19, 1905. The present coherer,
like the one disclosed by said Letters-Patent
involves a pair of supports and a bridge ex

a barn-board on its equivalent, as

supports 4 are shown as consisting of studs,
and rising from the tops of them are
‘ threaded extensions, as 0, upon which. are
?tted jam nuts, as T. It will be understood

that the bridge rests near its opposite ends

tending between and sustained by the sup~ ~upon the tops of these supports and that it
15 ports, the coherer being sustained by the is held in place by the jam nuts which bind
bridge; and it is one of the objects of.the ‘the bridge ?rmly and solidly to the sup
present invention to so associate the bridge ports. From what has been nereinhefore
with the supports that it can be separated stated it will be understood that- the bridge
from the latter Without throwing the tapper is so related with the supports that it can be
20 out of adjustment. In the present instance, separated therefrom without removing the
the bridge is sustained by two posts and is nuts. ‘ The separation, in the present case, is
held thereon by jam nuts. The tapper in effectedby moving the bridge laterally of
question operates against the upper side of the supports, which term “laterally” I use
the bridge and the latter is so related with to differentiate the motion from a lifting
25 the supports that it can be laterally sep

one.
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I‘have. shown a hammer, or tapper

arated therefrom by simply loosening the portion proper, 8, of a tapper. This ham

jam nuts. By ‘this construction it is there mer vibrates in contact with the upper side
fore not necessary to lift the bridge when it of the bridge to decohere the metal ?lings
becomes necessary to‘ disconnect the same in the tube of the coherer in the customary
30 from the supports.

'

.

In the drawings accompanying and form-'

way.

I will describe the construction of bridge

ing apart of this speci?cation, I illustrate illustrated, whereby the advantage, to which

85

slot 9 extending longitudinally of the bridge.
in detail in the following description, while Near the opposite end of the bridge is an
what is novel will be included in the/claims open-ended slot 10 extending transversely of
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a simple form of ‘embodiment of the inven reference has been made, can be attained‘.
tion which, to enable those skilled in the art In one end of the bridge is.an open-ended ‘
- 35 to practice said invention, I will set forth

succeeding said description.

said bridge, and the open end of which opens

In the drawings: Figure 1 is an elevation into one side of said bridge. The slot 9 re
40 of a coherer including my invention. Fig. ceives the threaded extension 6 on the left in
2 is a top plan view of the bridge shown in Fig. 1, while the slot 10 receives the threaded
Fig. 1.
extension 6 on the right in said ?gure. 95
Like characters refer to like parts through When the threaded extensions are entered in
out the ?gures. '
,
'
the two slots, the ends of the coherer will
InFig. 1 I have shown a coherer 2. This rest upon the tops of the supports 4, whereby
coherer 1s,or may be, of the ordinary type, the bridge can be clamped in place by run
and hence a detailed description of the same ning the two jam nuts downinto ?rm en 100
is not necessary. The coherer 2 is sustained gagement with the bridge. To remove the
upon a bridge, as 3. The two parts may be‘ bridge it is simply necessary to slightly
50 connected together in any suitable way, for loosen the two jam nuts 7, following which
example, by means of riveting, as in the the right end of the bridge will be swung
Letters-Patent hereinbefore referred to. In away‘ from the support 4, after which the 105

the said Letters-Patent the ?lings contain

bridge can be readily separated from the

932,799
support on the left by a slight endwise mo- ' ‘supports, and a tapper to engage the upper
tion.

,

side of the bridge.

,

> Having thus' described the invention, What
I claim is: _

r

The combination of a pair of vertical

supports having threaded extensions rising

30

l. The combination of a ‘pair of supports therefrom and of less diameter than the bod

having threaded extensions rising therefrom,

ies of said supports, a base member to which

a coherer, a bridge of continuous construc

said supports are connected, a contact mem

‘tion to whichthe coherer is fastened and ber carried by the base member, a bridge of 35
~ from which it rises, said bridge having at integral continuous construction supported
10 one end a longitudinal open ended slot and a by said bodies, having an open-ended longi
transversely disposed open ended slot near tudinal slot at one end to ?t one of said
the other end, the threaded extensions ?tting threaded extensions and a transversely dis~
in said slots, jam nuts on the threaded ex posed open-ended slot near the other end to 40
tensions to bind the bridge to the supports, ?t said other threaded extension, jam nuts
auda tapper to engage the upper side of the on the threaded extensions to bind the bridge
to said supports, a coherer rigidly fastened
2. The combination of a pair of vertical to said bridge between the ends thereof, a
supports having threaded extensions rising connection between said coherer and said
therefrom, a coherer, a bridge to which the contact member, and a tapper to engage the
20 coherer is permanently fastened and from upper side of said bridge.
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set
which said coherer extends upwardly, said
bridge being of integral construction and my hand in presence of two subscribing wit
havinga longitudinal open ended slot at one
\VALTER W. MASSIE.
. vendand a transversely disposed open ended
bridge.
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nesses.

slot nearthe other'end, the threaded exten

sions ?tting. 111 said slots, jam nuts on the
threaded extensions to bind the bridge to the 7
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